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Cosmic Harmony, Demons, and the Mnemonic Power of Music in Renaissance Florence: The Case of Marsilio Ficino

Maude Vanhaelen

Introduction

Since the pioneering studies of P.O. Kristeller and D.P. Walker, modern scholars agree on the centrality of music in Ficino’s thought, as both a therapeutic instrument and a way for the soul to imitate, and ultimately return to, the celestial harmony it heard in its primal, intelligible state (i.e. before being incarnated into a body).

Ficino follows the Platonic tradition, which links the Platonic accounts of cosmic harmony in *Timaeus* 35b–36b and Book X of *Republic*, with the famous passage of *Phaedrus* on the souls’ recollection of the beauty of the heavens. As previous chapters have shown, the importance of music is determined by a specific vision of the world, where the Universe’s structure is seen as a musical scale.

In Ficino’s case, as first demonstrated by Walker, music is linked to his *spiritus* theory—the belief that both the Soul of the

---


2 See Pelosi’s chapter in this volume at p.0. Note that the soul’s recollection of divine harmony upon hearing human music was already mentioned by Ficino in one of his earliest writings (1457), *De Divino furore* (Letter 1.17 in *Marsilii Ficini florentini ... Opera & quae hactenus exti) etere & quae in lucem nunc primum prodiere omnia ... in duos tomos digesta ... una cum gnomologia ... (Basileae: Henricpetri, 1576) [reproduction in facsimile, with a preface by Stéphane Toussaint (Paris: Phénix Éditions, 2000)] [=hereafter *Op.*], p. 614), at a time when Ficino was probably drawing almost exclusively on Latin sources. This probably suggests that the notion was already part of the medieval tradition.
World and the human souls are linked to matter by the *spiritus*, which is also the place where music can act as a medicine and a conduit towards divine realities. Indeed, in Book III of *On Life*, Ficino gives the *spiritus mundi* a specifically astrological power, defining it as the intermediary between the heavenly bodies and the sublunar world, capable of channeling divine influence into the sensible world.\(^3\) Ficino’s astrological music is also tightly connected to Apollo and the Sun, and we can safely assume, according to Walker, that Ficino’s astrological music was addressed to the Sun, and ‘came near to being a religious rite’.\(^4\) Indeed, in his commentary on Plotinus’ *Enneads*, regarding a passage where Plotinus states that we can capture planetary influences by prayers, either simple or sung with art, Ficino explains that Orphic singing enables to channel cosmic influences through the *spiritus*.\(^5\) Yet Walker remains very cautious when it comes to describe whom these prayers were addressed to. He recognizes (not without ambiguity) that Ficino believed in the power of planetary demons (that is, good intermediary beings equivalent to Christian angels), but underlines that the magic described in the *De Vita* was not addressed to demons, but only to cosmic spirit.\(^6\) In other words, Walker establishes a distinction between Ficino’s personal magic (which was addressed to demons) and the magic described in Book III of his treatise *On Life* (which was not, according to him, addressed to demons). The purpose of this chapter is to clarify this somewhat contradictory statement by looking at the very demonological sources Ficino used to describe the

\(^3\) This theme is also addressed in this volume by Prins and McDonald, resp. at p.0 and p.0.
\(^6\) Walker, *Spiritual and Demonic Magic, from Ficino to Campanella*, p. 34: ‘The magic in De V.C.C. does not appear to involve planetary demons, but only cosmic spirit’; p. 45: ‘But are we anyway sure that the magic of the *De Vita Coelitus Comparanda*, including the Orphic singing, was not directed towards good demons or angels? I think not’.
role of pagan demons in music. Given that these texts served as a source for both Book III of his treatise On Life and the Platonic commentaries, they are important to understand how Ficino’s demonology developed.\(^7\)

As Tomlinson and Prins have shown, Ficino’s universe is profoundly influenced by a Neoplatonic vision of the world, where intermediary beings—angels, demons, heroes—play an important role in various rituals of purification, including music.\(^8\) As Prins has argued, in several passages of the Timaeus commentary, Ficino underlines the role of these intermediary beings in the reenactment of the music of the spheres.\(^9\) These beings also play an important role in maintaining the unity and the harmony of the cosmos, since they are responsible for holding together the two extremes of the

---


Universe; they can do so because their nature consists of a mixture of all elements. In addition, it is through the agency of angels and demons that human beings can be divinely inspired, often when they are most free from reason, i.e. in sleep or in an ecstatic state induced by prayer or music. In a frequently cited passage of his *Phaedrus* commentary, Ficino links demonic inspiration with the process of hearing: the process whereby Socrates hears his ‘demonic voice’, he explains, occurs either in the inner hearing or in the spiritus. In addition, as already suggested by Prins, the harmony of the spheres, and more specifically, the description of the world as a musical scale that connects the lower levels of the Universe to the higher ones, serves as a powerful image to represent the profound affinities between the human and divine worlds. This image can in turn be used to justify the use of magical practices, among which music, by imitating the music of the spheres, enables wise men to attract the influences of the planets.

To date, however, there is no comprehensive study on the reception of Neoplatonic doctrines of cosmic harmony in Ficino’s thought, and more specifically on his use of

---


11 The text is in Ficino, *Commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus* 3.11, ed. and trans. Michael J. B. Allen, pp. 110–113, and has been cited by Tomlinson, *Music in Renaissance Magic. Towards a Historiography of Others*, p. 125 and Prins, *Echoes of an Invisible World*, p. 136. It should be noted, however, that when read in full Ficino’s statement is not without ambiguity, since he adds that, ‘Socrates is clearly stating that beyond his demon’s admonition, foresight was innate to his soul’ (‘sed praeter daemoniam admonitionem inesse praesagium animo Socrates hic plane declarat’). Unless otherwise indicated, all translations are mine.


13 See Ficino, *Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus* 42 in *Op.*, p. 1463: ‘and just as in the case of sight, he said that hearing has been given to us thanks to contemplation and discipline, so that through sensible harmony we may also dispose the motions of the soul harmoniously’ (‘et quemadmodum dixerat visum, sic et auditum contemplationis et disciplinae gratia nobis esse tributum, item ut per sensibilem harmoniam animi quoque motus harmonice componamus’, also cited in Prins, *Echoes of an Invisible World*, p. 90).
Iamblichus’, Porphyry’s and Proclus’ descriptions of music to conjure demons and reach the gods. If Ficino’s description of music in his commentary on Plato’s *Timaeus* and Book III of his treatise *On Life* has been extensively studied, another crucial episode in Ficino’s career—the translation of, and commentary on, Neoplatonic texts related to demonic and angelic inspiration in the years 1486–1489—has so far eluded the attention of modern scholarship. Yet this episode is fundamental to understanding the way in which divine (including angelic and demonic) inspiration came to be understood in the fifteenth century. A closer look at these texts will enable us to determine the way in which Neoplatonic doctrines on the role of demons in music influenced Ficino’s own understanding of cosmic harmony.

Ficino’s Revival of Neoplatonic Demonology

In 1486, Ficino suddenly decided to interrupt his commentary on Plotinus and to devote three years to the translation of a number of Neoplatonic texts on demonology, theurgy, astrology and magic. These texts, which were completed in 1489, are as follows: *On Mysteries* by Iamblichus, some passages from Porphyry’s *Sentences* and *On Abstinence, On Dreams* by Synesius, a treatise *On Demons* by Michael Psellus,

---

some excerpts from Proclus’ commentary on the first Alcibiades under the title De Demone et Anima (‘On Demon and Soul’), and from his On Sacrifice and Magic and, finally, Priscian of Lydia’s paraphrase of Theophrastus’ commentary on Aristotle’s On Soul. Ficino’s paraphrase of these texts was completed in 1489, and was published eight years later (in 1497) in Venice by Aldo Manuzio. As I have shown elsewhere, Ficino’s intention was to collect previously unknown material on pagan demons because he was interested in the way in which one could deal with good and evil daimones, and more specifically in their role in dreams and other super-natural processes. In addition, these texts were giving him access to a series of doctrines that were only partially and indirectly known in the Middle Ages (through Latin sources such as Apuleius and Calcidius), and which had been misrepresented (and often condemned) by Latin Church Fathers such as Augustine.\textsuperscript{15}

The circumstances surrounding Ficino’s paraphrase of these texts shed further light on the significance of Ficino’s project. According to P.O. Kristeller’s reconstruction, by the time Ficino embarked on his reading of these demonological texts in 1486, he has completed almost half of his commentary on Plotinus, up to Enneads III, 2 (which corresponds to treatise 47, On Providence). This treatise On Providence is immediately followed by Plotinus’ only text on demonology entitled On Demons and our Individual Demon. In other words, just as he was about to begin his commentary on Plotinus’ treatise on demons, Ficino decided to interrupt his exegesis of Plotinus, and to study texts by other Neoplatonic authors. The reason for this is clear: although Plotinus mentions demons, his demonology is much less fully developed than that of his successors. It was only after Plotinus that Neoplatonic demonology really

developed, culminating with Iamblichus’ *On Mysteries*. It is precisely for this reason that Ficino interrupted his study of Plotinus for three years and devoted himself to the demonological texts mentioned above: he was trying to find in the writings of Plotinus’ successors a more complete description of demons, which could clarify Plotinus’ ‘incomplete’ doctrine. His belief in the essential unity and coherence of the Platonic tradition meant that he found it perfectly legitimate to use other Neoplatonic authors to interpret Plotinus. This is confirmed by a letter Ficino addressed to his friend Braccio Martelli, where he stated that, whilst he was spending some time in the countryside house of his patrons, the Valori, in Maiano, just outside Florence, he studied Plotinus’ doctrine on demons, which he found ‘very brief and obscure’. He therefore decided, he says, to read Porphyry, who enabled him to interpret Plotinus’ ‘divine oracles’ on demons:

As I was spending the past days in Maiano at the house of Philip and Nicholas Valori, studying the nature of demons in a secluded place, Plotinus suddenly appeared and infused into us his divine oracle on demons, which he expressed in very brief and obscured terms. For that reason, it seemed reasonable to summon Plotinus’ disciple Porphyry, who devoted so much time to the study of demons, and ask him to reveal to us his master’s secret meaning on demons. Thus Porphyry appeared and, interrogated through Plotinus and his own demons, he revealed to us what his master had meant, and confirmed what Origenes has said about demons. Now Porphyry spoke to us in Greek; I have therefore summarized and translated into Latin what he said. If you read this summary together with the *Concord*
between Moses and Plato that I have dedicated to you, you will certainly realize the extent to which both Plato and the Platonists agree with our religion.\(^\text{16}\)

Ficino’s meticulous paraphrase of these Neoplatonic texts on demons includes a number of key passages on music that have so far escaped the attention of modern scholars. Yet these passages clearly demonstrate that Ficino, consciously or not, was seeking to uncover doctrines that went beyond the patristic and medieval traditions. As such, he was effectively reviving a corpus of texts that described religious rituals that had been condemned by the Church Fathers (and in particular Augustine) as evil and diabolical.\(^\text{17}\) For Ficino was convinced that pagan demonology and theurgy were legitimate religious practices. Several years earlier, in the *Platonic Theology* (written between 1468 and 1474; published in 1482), Ficino had already established a comparison between the pagan (*per philosophiam et sacrificia*, that is, Neoplatonic theurgy) and Christian rituals (*ieiunio atque oratione*, that is, fasting and prayer) which could purify the soul from the influence of malevolent demons.\(^\text{18}\) More

---


importantly for the purpose of the present paper, Ficino believed that the ancient pagan rituals enabled the soul to perceive the marvelous harmonies of the heavens and the voices and bodies of good demons.\textsuperscript{19}

Ficino’s Interpretation of Cosmic Harmony in the \textit{Republic}, the \textit{Timaeus} and the \textit{Phaedrus}

Before turning to the Neoplatonic texts mentioned above, it is worth recalling here how Ficino interpreted the three key Platonic passages from the \textit{Timaeus}, \textit{Republic} and \textit{Phaedrus} that determined the Neoplatonic conception of cosmic harmony. First, in his interpretation of the myth of Er, Ficino followed the traditional belief that the motions of the spheres produce harmonious sounds. Thus in his commentary on the myth of Er Ficino justifies the fact that the music of the spheres is inaudible to human ears. Here he is reusing the traditional Neoplatonic argument according to which perception must be proportionate to the object of perception, to explain—against Aristotle—why celestial melody is not audible to human ears:

\begin{quote}
\begin{flushright}
\textit{ieiunio atque oratione hoc fieri praecipit’} (which reads in Allen’s translation: ‘But the Platonists think that the violence of such envious and ambitious demons can be overcome through philosophy and sacrifices; and the \textit{Orphic Hymns} demonstrate this to us. But Christ, the true healer of souls, teaches us that we can accomplish this by fasting and prayer’).
\end{flushright}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{19} See Ficino, \textit{Platonic Theology} 18.4, ed. and trans. Allen-Hankins, vol. 6, pp. 108-110: ‘Sentiri vero per illos [sc. sensus] saepe concentus caelorum mirabiles vocesque et corpora daemonum, quotiens aliquis ad tempus, terreno corpore derelicto, sese in corpus suum caeleste receperit. Ideo Tatius, Mercurii filius, cum esset paternis sacris expiationibusque purgatus, illico exclamavit esse se tunce in corpus immortale translatum ac intueri mirabilia et audire (which reads in Allen’s translation: ‘And they think that, as often as someone gathers himself again into his celestial body, having cast aside for a time his earthly body, that he will often perceive through those senses the marvelous harmonies of the heavens and the voices and bodies of demons. Hence Tatius, the son of Mercurius [Trismegistus], after he had been purged by his father’s rites and sacrifices, instantly exclaimed that he had then been translated into an immortal body and seen and heard marvels’).
Consider that, from the very rapid and ordinate motion of the heavens, as well as from the very powerful contact [between the spheres] there arises an immense, varied and extremely sweet melody, in which lower sounds occur from slower motions and higher sounds occur from speedier motions and moderate sounds from moderate motions. But because elemental hearing is not proportionate to the celestial melody, such sound is not audible.20

In fact, as he states in a passage from the Platonic Theology already mentioned above, there exists another kind of sense perception, which occurs through the vehicle of soul, and enables the divinely inspired theologians to see and hear the ‘marvelous harmonies and the voices and bodies of the demons’.21

---


21 See Ficino, Platonic Theology 18.4, ed. and trans. Allen-Hankins, vol. 6, pp. 108-109: ‘Inesse autem idolo huic opinantur phantasiam quandam irrationalem atque confusam; sensus praeterea tales, ut per totum vehiculum videatur atque audiatur, quibus sensibus proprie homines quam paucissimi utantur et raro’ (‘The philosophers are of the opinion, however, that a certain irrational and troubled phantasy is present in this idol; and that the senses are present too such that seeing and hearing alike occur through the whole vehicle, senses properly speaking which very few men use and then only rarely’). As Pelosi has shown at p. 0, Proclus had also linked the experience of seeing and hearing to the vehicle of the soul (Proclus, Commentary on Plato’s Republic 2.154.23–155.11). On the vehicle of the soul, see Robert C. Kissling, ‘The ochema pneuma of the Neo-Platonists and the De insomniis of Synesius of Cyrene’, American Journal of Philology 43 (1922): pp. 318-330; Eric R. Dodds, ‘The Astral Body in Neoplatonism’, in Proclus, Elements of Theology. A Revised Text with Translation, Introduction and Commentary, ed. by Dodds, 2nd edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), Appendix II, pp. 313-321; Maria Di Pasquale Barbanti, Ochema-pneuma e phantasia nel neoplatonismo: Aspetti psicologici e prospettive religiose (Catania: CUECM, 1998); John F. Finamore, Iamblichus and the Theory of the Vehicle of the Soul (Chico, Ca.: Scholars Press, 1985); Noël Aujoulat, ‘Le corps lumineux chez Hermias et ses rapports avec ceux de Synésios, d’Hiérocèles et de Proclo’, Etudes Philosphiques 9 (1991): pp. 289-311; Eudoixie Delli, Entre compilation et originalité: Le corps...
Secondly, in the *Timaeus* commentary, Ficino is often at pains to refute the opinion of the ‘natural philosophers’ (*physici*), a term which, as in Proclus, refers to the Aristotelian philosophers. Thus, regarding the structure of the Universe, he defends the view, against ‘certain natural philosophers’ (*nonnulli physici*), that both the sublunar and the divine worlds are composed of the four elements. Here he is evidently arguing against Aristotle, who had stated that only the sublunar world is made up of the four elements, whilst the superlunar world is made up of one single element, the fifth element, or ether. Aristotle had argued that in the absence of air, this made the production of sound in the intelligible world impossible, and this invalidated the theory of cosmic harmony.22 Elsewhere in the *Timaeus* commentary Ficino rejects the calumnies of ‘some people’, who argue that the soul might be formed of mathematical rather than ideal numbers, evidently alluding to Aristotle’s rejection of ideal numbers.23 For, Ficino explains, the soul could not have access to the harmony of the Universe if it did not possess within itself the very causes of arithmetic proportions.24 Finally, in his *Phaedrus* commentary, Ficino clearly links the process
of recollection with the process of ‘hearing’ the celestial harmony, stating that ‘we perceive the image of that beauty with our sight and hearing, as both Hermias in glossing this passage and Plotinus in his book on beauty testify’.25

In two other works Ficino insists on the fact that pure souls (i.e. souls that are separate from the body), demons and stars have the power to see and hear, albeit without using sense perception, but some kind of intelligible, non-sensory apprehension.26 This enables him to underline the affinity between human souls and divine beings, and the soul’s capacity to become divine. 27 Ficino also endorses the Neoplatonic tradition

constitutam. Anima profecto non possit universam harmoniam diiudicare absolutasque proportiones promere tam in aere per musicam, quam in corpore per naturam, nisi ipsa harum causas in se haberet essetque harmonia quaedam in se subsistens super harmoniam in aliis inde factam’ (‘Our Plato does not, as some calumniators say, really describe the soul, which creates and preserves all natural things, by means of numbers and ratios that are principally musical (and by this I mean non-mathematical numbers), but is composed of the ideal and metaphysical reasons of numbers. Surely the soul could not perceive separately the universal harmony and express the absolute proportions both in the air through music and in the body through nature, if it did not possess within itself the causes of these proportions, and if there was not within itself a harmony that existed beyond the harmony which it produced in others and which derived from it’. On the harmonic structure of the soul in Ficino’s Timaeus Commentary, see Prins, Echoes of an Invisible World, pp. 149–164.

25 Ficino, Commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus 11, ed. and trans. Allen, pp. 140–141, who refers to Hermias, Commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus 166.8–167.28 and Plotinus, Enneads 1.6.1.3. See also Commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus 4.8–9, pp. 204–207. Ficino’s commentary on the Enneads passage is in Op., pp. 1574–1575, where he defends the superiority of sight over hearing and Op. p. 1576, where he states that ‘visible beauty is an image of the mind’s beauty; audible beauty is an image of the soul’s beauty’ (‘pulchritudo quae videtur, mentis pulchritudinem repraesentat; pulchritudo quae auditur refert animae pulchritudinem’).

26 This is a Plotinian notion, see e.g. Enneads 6.7.6–7. It is not entirely clear what this nonsensory apprehension is; it can be intellection, or an apprehension when one is in a sort of supra-intellectual, ecstatic state.

27 See Ficino, Introduction to Plato’s Laws 10 in Op., pp. 1519–1520: ‘Notabis in sideribus esse sensus, et ut Plotinus Hermiasque disputant, visum proprie atque auditum, sed in alio quodam genere longeque praestantiore quam sensus animalium terrenorum’ (‘you will note that there is sense perception in the planets, and, as Plotinus and Hermias discuss, properly speaking sight and hearing, but of a genre that is different from and far superior to the sense perception of earthly animated beings’); Platonic Theology 18.9, ed. and trans. Allen-Hankins, vol. 6, pp. 166–167: ‘Neque solum
according to which Pythagoras heard the celestial harmonies deriving from the Muses. More importantly, he is explicitly establishing a link between the myth of the cicadas in the *Phaedrus* and the myth of Er in the *Republic*. Here he interprets the cicadas as men who were transformed after their death into demons capable of reaching out the Muses through hearing and contemplation, thus perpetuating the Neoplatonic tradition:

The Muses bring us harmonious contemplations. But the men who listen to them attentively and pursue the studies they patronize and are oblivious of human affairs seem to die to the world, as the *Phaedo* [63e–68b] writes of the philosopher. But since they seem to have lived on the mind’s nourishment alone, on the convictions instilled in them by the Muses, these men who are thus dead to the world the Muses surely turn into the demons who were signified by the cicadas. These demons are said to reach eventually the Muses themselves, since

---

undique procul et acutissime vident [scil. currus animorum], sed etiam audiunt. Similiter quoque stellae omnes et daemones voces[que] faciles facile formant, et sicut absque passione ulla sunt ibi sensus, sic et voces, alerius certe speciei generisque quam nostrae. Haec Plotinus et Hermias’ (‘Not only do they [i.e. the souls’ chariots] everywhere see them [the other souls] from afar with great acuity, they also hear them. Similarly all the stars and demons easily form voices too, voices easy [to hear]; and just as the senses are without passions there, so too are the voices, being certainly of another species and genus than our own. Plotinus and Hermias affirm this’), with reference to Plotinus, Enneads 4.3.18 and Hermias, Commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus 68.27, 69.18.

28 Commentary on Plato’s Phaedrus 3.35.3, ed. and trans. Allen, p. 172–173: ‘Calliope et Urania pulcherrimam vocem dicuntur emittere, siquidem concentus ipsi caelestes, quos Pythagoras etiam audivisse fertur, potissimum sunt ab illis’ (‘Calliope and Urania are held to emit the most beautiful note; for the celestial concords themselves, those that Pythagoras was said to have heard also, mainly derive from them’).
the souls that have already applied themselves for a long time to philosophy are recalled to celestials.\textsuperscript{29}

However, despite his constant engagement with the Aristotelian tradition, and his repeated statements against the ‘philosophers of nature’, Ficino never addresses directly Aristotle’s contention that heavenly spheres do not produce any sound, nor does he attempt, like Proclus or medieval theologians, to offer metaphysical solutions to Aristotle’s objections.\textsuperscript{30} As we will see, Ficino is rather preoccupied with another, fundamental theological problem, which had also been central to his Neoplatonic predecessors: how to justify the use of theurgy without undermining the omnipotence of the gods. As we will see below, the existence of a celestial harmony enables him to justify the use of magical practices in religious rituals, without ever undermining the supremacy of the gods. This leads us to another, important remark. As the \textit{Phaedrus} passage quoted above suggests, and as mentioned by Walker, Ficino did indeed believe in the existence of personal demons, and saw them as the equivalent of guardian angels. Other Platonic passages confirm this. For instance, commenting on

\textit{Commentary on Plato’s \textit{Phaedrus} 3.35.3, ed. and trans. Allen, p. 172–173: ‘Musae contemplationes harmonicas nobis afferunt; quicunque has attentius auscultant atque haec studia prosequuntur humanorum oblitii, mundo mori videntur, quemadmodum de philosopho scribitur in \textit{Phaedone}. Quoniam vero sola mentis alimonia vixisse videntur, Musis videlicet persuasentibus, nimirum hos ita mundo mortuos Musae in daemones illos transferunt, qui per cicadas significati fuerer; qui sane daemones ad Musas tandem ipsas pervenire dicuntur, siquidem animae iam diu philosophatae ad caelestia revocantur’.

Socrates’ demon in the *Introduction* to the *Apology of Socrates*, Ficino unambiguously describes it as a ‘particular’, that is, personal, demon, and compares it to an angel. Similarly, in the *Timaeus* commentary, Ficino explains how people in choosing their life, are also appointed a demon who will preside over their life. In other words there is conceptual space, in Ficino’s thought, for the use of music addressed to demons—both planetary and personal. As we will now see, the demonology of Iamblichus, Proclus, Porphyry and Synesius provides Ficino with a metaphysical justification for adopting such delicate practices.

Ficino, Iamblichus, and the Mnemonic Power of Music

Codicological evidence suggests that Ficino read Iamblichus’ *On Mysteries* in its entirety, and that he did this so meticulously that he was able to discover that some *quaderni* of his manuscript had been misplaced. In his paraphrase of Iamblichus, Ficino does not translate the whole text, but he carefully selects the passages that are of interest to him. As we have said above, most of them concern the demons and their role in prophetic inspiration, indicating Ficino’s fascination for Neoplatonic demonology. In this context, Ficino emphasizes the role of music and invocations. For instance, Ficino paraphrases a passage where Iamblichus describes how divinely inspired men dance, sing and produce sounds:

32 See *Op.*, p. 1436: ‘Proinde animae eligentes vitam simul daemonem sortiuntur electae vitae ducem’ (‘Therefore, when the souls choose their life, they are simultaneously appointed a demon that presides over the life they have chosen’).
33 See Saffrey and Segonds, ‘Ficin sur le De Mysteriis de Jamblique’, p. 123. Ficino’s manuscript is *Vallicellianus* F 20, now in Rome.
Given that there are different kinds of inspired men and of divine inspiration, as mentioned above, some of those who are inspired are moved in their whole body or in some of its parts, or conversely are at rest; similarly, they form harmonious dances and songs, or the opposites of these; similarly, their body appears to be lifted up, distended, born aloft in the air or it seems to undergo the opposites of these. Similarly they utter sounds, which are either even and continuous or uneven and interrupted by silence, and sometimes they tense the tones, sometimes they relax them.\textsuperscript{34}

Here the humanist is evidently interested in the way Iamblichus describes the effects of divine inspiration, of which music, dance and singing are some of the signs. However, like his Neoplatonic predecessors, Ficino is also preoccupied with another theological problem, that of distinguishing between licit and illicit religious practices. In this context, he is selecting passages where Iamblichus is justifying the use of music in theurgy whilst at the same time underlining the supremacy of the gods (or God). Thus he insists, like Iamblichus, on the fact that music can indeed affect human souls and bodies, but that it cannot be the cause of divine inspiration:

Porphyry says that music provokes passions in the soul, and similarly quietens them and various sounds correspond to various characters too. Similarly, music changes the complexions and affections of the body, provokes and constrains madness. Iamblichus accepts this theory, but he refuses to admit that these are causes of divine inspirations. Because these are human, partly natural, partly caused by the art of theurgy, they do not have anything divine in them, which is what Porphyry seems to suppose when he says that some men are divinely inspired when they hear the sound of flutes, cymbals or tympanums, whilst others are moved by other melodies.\textsuperscript{35}

Ficino is here trying to justify the use of music in religious rituals, whilst underlining that music cannot be the direct cause of divine inspiration. For, paraphrasing Iamblichus, he explains that melodies are only the human manifestations of celestial motions, which in turn correspond to a specific order of gods. In other words, when a melody is produced, the corresponding god makes himself present and fills man with his presence, not because of what music provokes in our soul, but because of the congruence between that music and the god:

Different species of motion in the Universe correspond to different orders of gods and specifically. From these flow different melodies, which are in agreement, each through its own motion, to a corresponding order of gods, which are

presiding over motion. Since these are everywhere and impart their powers above all to their corresponding beings, they manifest their presence when the melodies that are specifically congruent to themselves occur, *and by introducing themselves into our spiritus which are affected by these melodies*, they possess the man and fill him in completely with their own essence and power, so that the cause of inspiration is not so much a man’s passion excited by music but the very congruence of music with a god, where the god is naturally present (Passages in italics are mine).  

As Walker had already noted, in this passage Ficino inserts his *spiritus* doctrine, which is not in Iamblichus (see passage in italics). It is through the *spiritus*, which is affected by music, that the gods are introducing themselves in human souls and can inspire them. In fact, in what follows, Ficino adds a detailed section, which is absent from Iamblichus, where he explains how music can affect man:

> The objects that pervade to the vision are certainly proper to imagination and are images of intelligible objects; those which get to the sense which is inferior to the sense of hearing, are indeed material; those which get to the sense of hearing, which is intermediary and in agreement with the soul, are introduced in the

---

spiritus, and affect together with motion, affect and significance, the soul on the one hand and the body on the other. As such, man as a whole, according to the properties of the various melodies, becomes the receptacle of various divinities, and depending on the various kinds of inspiration those who are inspired are variously disposed—in motion, at rest and in various other dispositions. This depends more on the different divinities who inspire us than on the various kinds of music. For the effect of sound has already ceased when the god acts.\(^\text{37}\)

Here Ficino is establishing a parallel between the processes of vision and hearing: just as images are sent to the imagination, sounds are sent to the spiritus and affect body and soul, and this is precisely what makes man the ‘receptacle’ of divine inspiration. Yet Ficino insists on the fact that music cannot be the cause of divine inspiration, since the effect of sound has already ceased when the god takes possession of our soul. In other words, one can practice music and become the receptacle of the god, but the god remains the ultimate source of divine inspiration.

Paraphrasing Iamblichus again, Ficino explains that sounds and music produced on earth have a mnemonic power: when the soul hears harmonious music, it is reminded of the celestial harmony it perceived before entering matter:

Whilst in the intelligible world, the soul heard the harmony of the world, of which it is reminded when it hears melodies which bear trace of divine music, and when it is reminded of the divine harmony it is forcefully affected towards it, if that is possible for souls, which have contemplated the very idea of harmony whilst in the fatherland. Thus made familiar to the god by this affect, it is inspired by the presence of a single god, and thus performs miracles. Thus the cause of this inspiration and those miracles is not a passion brought in by sounds, nor the nature of the soul composed of harmony, but the similitude to the god and the god’s presence. It is even less the case that inspiration consists of the purification of superfluous and concrete things in the soul and the body through music and inspiration.\textsuperscript{38}

In his interpretation of Plato, Ficino often expresses the opinion that the power of music is double: it can purify the soul and bring it back to a state of temperance,\textsuperscript{39} but it can also be deceitful.\textsuperscript{40} Similarly, like Plato and Plotinus, Ficino often compares the philosopher, the musician and the philosophical lover, who are all capable of bringing back the soul to the divine world.\textsuperscript{41} Here, however, Iamblichus’ conflation of the doctrine of cosmic harmony and that of the souls’ recollection provides the humanist

\textsuperscript{38} Ficino \textit{Paraphrase of Iamblichus’ On Mysteries}, f. B7r: ‘Anima in mundo intelligibili audivit armoniam divinam cuius hic reminiscitur quando audit melodias habentes divinae vestigium, reminiscens vero ad eam vehementer afficitur, si est numero animarum, quae ipsam harmoniae ideam praecipue contemplatae sunt in patria. Eiusmodi vero affectu facta familiaris deo, iam afflatur singulari quadam praesentia dei. Unde mirabilia facit, huius ergo afflatio miraculique causa est non passio ex sonis illata, non animae natura ex harmonia composita, sed similitudo ad deum, deique praesentia. Multo quoque minus dicendum est affiliationem in eo consistere, quod per musicam et affiliationem ipsam superflua quaedam in anima, corporeque concreta purgentur’. Cf. \textit{On Mysteries} 3.9.


\textsuperscript{40} See \textit{Laws} 2 on the right kind of music, and Ficino’s interpretation in \textit{Op.}, pp. 1492–1493.

\textsuperscript{41} See \textit{Phaedo} 60d–61b; \textit{Enneads} 1.3.1 and Ficino’s commentary on the passage in \textit{Op.}, p. 1561.
with a further, theological justification for the use of music in religious rituals: music has a philosophical and religious power, because it is an image of God’s harmonious Creation and because it can serve as a trigger for the soul’s recollection of the ideal concepts it perceived in its incorporeal state. But it is never the cause of this process, given that it is only an image of divine music. In other words, earthly music can only arise (rather than create) the Ideas of perfect harmony that are already present in the soul.

Three other passages selected from Proclus, Porphyry, and Synesius, confirm that Ficino is indeed profoundly interested in finding a metaphysical justification for the use of imperfect human music. In a passage from Proclus’ *Alcibiades* commentary, Ficino reiterates the belief that cosmic harmony pervades the whole Universe as well as the sublunar world, reaching as far as the beasts and the plants:

Thanks to the harmony that governs the heavens, the superior beings temper all the other things in a harmonious way. The heaven is full of consonance (*concentu*) and harmony (*concinnitas*) in its motions.⁴² Then, the divinities that are superior to us participate in this harmony, which proceeds from heaven; after them, human

---

⁴² It is interesting to note that here Ficino uses the technical terms *concentus* and *concinnitas* to render the Greek terms συμφωνία and εὐρυθμία respectively: the first means ‘consonance’ and the second means the beauty that results from perfect proportion. In medieval and early modern music theory *concentus* is the Latin translation of the Greek *harmonia*, in the sense of ‘simultaneous and distinct musical sound’, ‘a chord’ or ‘a musical composition’: see Jeffrey J. Dean, ‘Concentus’, in *The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians*, vol. 6, ed. by Stanley Sadie and John Tyrrell (London: Macmillan, 2001), p. 220. On Ficino’s *concentus* as ‘the successive harmonies of various voices in counterpoint’, see Boccadoro, ‘Marsilio Ficino: The Soul and the Body of Counterpoint’, pp. 105-106. Ficino’s *concinnitas* invokes the notion, central in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, that beauty lies in perfect proportion, which ultimately derives from Vitruvius’ *eurythmia* (harmony and proportion between the various parts of a building) and is reinterpreted by Alberti as *concinnitas*. On Ficino and Alberti, see John S. Hendrix, Alberti and Ficino, *School of Architecture, Art, and Historic Preservation Faculty Publications*, 2012, Paper 25. http://docs.rwu.edu/saahp_fp/25.
life, when it is disposed correctly, receives from them the consonance of its customs and the harmony of its actions; the divine power of these same superior beings reach as far as the beasts and the plants. For they too participate by nature in this harmony. For the superior beings contain in a harmonious way all sublunar things, and they perfect them, and in turn accommodate them both to one another and to the sublunar world. They establish a harmony between the body and the intellect by means of the soul; they establish a harmony between the generation and the revolution of Sameness by means of the revolution attributed to Otherness (if I may use this word); finally, they harmonize fire and earth by means of the intermediary links. In addition they order each soul by means of harmonious proportions, and they unite each body by means of measures, which are always the same, and they bring every motion to perfection by means of musical measurements.

This means that music, just like any form of art, ultimately derives from the gods, even in its very imperfection: ‘Thus the musical disposition within us is assuredly a gift from the Muses, even if it is their very last image; for the artistic and contemplative dispositions within us have gods as their masters and originate from them’ (Emphasis mine). 43

---

In the italicized passage, which is absent from Proclus, Ficino is at pains to show that any artistic and contemplative disposition is divine, even if it is the lowest level in the chain that links all levels of the Universe to the gods. This addition enables Ficino to justify the use of music in religious rituals: using an artistic or contemplative disposition to communicate with the gods would not threaten their omnipotence, since they are the causes of these dispositions.

In a most explicit passage from his paraphrase of Synesius’ *On Dreams*, Ficino explains that the existence of a universal concord justifies the use of ‘voices, materials and figures’ by the philosopher. These function as symbols of divine things, and can be used to exploit the affinities between the different parts of the Universe. By ‘voices’ (*voces*, which renders Synesius’ φωνάς) Ficino is presumably alluding to songs and incantations, and perhaps also to musical notes (which he equally renders by *vox* in the passage below). Here audible music serves as a powerful image to describe the workings of the Universe:

The world concord is such that some things are drawn by others and are in harmony with them. For, since the universe is in harmony and agreement with itself, its parts must fit together in a harmonious way, since these parts are equal to the one whole. But it is worth considering whether the charms and spells of the magi tend towards this. For, just as the things in this world are mutual signs of each another, so they are reciprocally affected by each other. Assuredly he is a sage who understands the affinity between the different parts of the world. For he attracts one thing by means of another, by using voices, materials and figures present with him as tokens of things far away. In the same way within us, when the bowel is affected in a certain way, another part [of the body] also suffers with it: a pain in the finger often results in a pain in the groin, whereas many organs between the parts [that are affected by pain] experience very little of that pain. The reason for this is that they are both parts of one unique living organism, and possess something that binds them to each other more tightly than to other things. Even a stone here on earth, or a herb, has some link with a god, of those who dwell in the universe [scil. the encosmic gods]; in congruence with these, so to speak, he is yielding to nature and is as it were bewitched. In the same way, the musician who sounds the lowest note does not sound the note that comes immediately next, namely, the sesquioctava [scil. the ratio 9:8, corresponding to the whole tone, that is, the interval between two adjacent notes], but rather strikes the sesquitertia [scil. the ratio 4:3, corresponding to the interval of a fourth] and the high note called nētē [scil. the ratio 2:1, corresponding to the interval of an octave], because these notes produce a more consonant sound. 44 For just as there

---

is in the parts [scil. of the cosmos] a certain concord, so there is also a certain discord; for this world is not a simple unity, but a unity formed of many [unitas in multitudine]. There are parts of it, which agree and yet are in opposition with other parts, in such a way, however, that the opposition between these contributes to the harmony of the universe, just as the lyre is a system of dissonant and consonant sounds [concordia discors]. The one composed of opposites pertains to the lyre, the harmony, as well as the world.

The one composed of opposites pertains to the lyre, the harmony, as well as the world. Ficino’s translation is incorrect. The general meaning of the text should be ‘the one composed of opposites—whether the lyre or the world—is harmony’, corresponding to τὸ δὲ ἐν ἄντικειμένων ἐν, ἁρμονία καὶ λύρας καὶ κόσμου. Ficino made this mistake either because he translated the wrong variant reading, i.e. the genitive ἁρμονίας (present in one branch of the manuscript tradition) instead of the nominative ἁρμονία (correct reading present in the rest of the tradition), or because he misunderstood the text altogether. His personal copy of the text included both variant readings (ἁρμονίας has been corrected by an expunging dot under the letter ς). On Ficino’s copy of Synesius’ On Dreams, ms. Riccardianus 76, see Marsilio Ficino e il ritorno di Platone, Manoscritti stampe e documenti (Catalogo della mostra, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, 17 maggio–16 giugno 1984), ed. by Sebastiano Gentile, Sandra Niccoli and Paolo Viti (Florence: Le Lettere, 1984), no. 43, pp. 55–57. On Dreams is at cc. 164r–187r; the passage is to be found at c. 166r.

Paraphrase of Synesius’ On Dreams, in Iamblichus De mysteriis Aegyptiorum, Chaldaeorum, Assyriorum, f. L2r: ‘“Ea est mundi concordia, ut alia trahantur ab alis atque consipirent”. Cum enim universum hoc sibimet sit compatiens, atque conspirans, oportet, partes congruenter inter se convenire, utpote quae unius aequae totius sint partes. Consideratione vero dignum est, utrum huc tendant illices,
In other words, just as there exist, in the body and in music, affinities between parts that are far away from one another, and dissonances between parts that are close to one another, so in the Universe there are oppositions and agreements between the parts that compose it, which all contribute to the harmony of the world. It is the task of the magus to exploit these affinities and dissonances, just as a physician or a musician know how to use the relation between various parts of the body, or between various musical notes.47

As we have mentioned above, Ficino considers that the soul possesses within itself the ideal structure of cosmic harmony, of which it is reminded when hearing music on earth. But Ficino goes further and describes in numerous passages the soul’s power to produce harmony and restore the balance of the body.48 In the following passage, Ficino is looking once more for a theological explanation accounting for the soul’s ability to harmonize the body. In his paraphrase of Porphyry’s Auxiliaries to the


Perception of Intelligible Nature (which he translated under the title De Occasionibus), he selects a passage where the living being is said to be analogous to a musician, who moves the harmony that is within him; the soul is described as analogous to a transcendent harmony, and the body, to the tuned strings of an instrument:

When a living being perceives, the soul appears to be analogous to a transcendent harmony, which moves by itself the strings, which are tuned, whilst the body is similar to a harmony that is immanent to the strings. But the living being is the cause of motion because it is an animate being. It is assuredly analogous to the musician, by virtue of being tuned. But the bodies that pulsate through a sensual passion seem to be analogous to the tuned strings. For in that case it is not the transcendent harmony that is affected, but the strings. And assuredly the musician moves through the harmony that is within him; yet the strings would not be moved in a musical way, even if the musician wished it, if the harmony did not authorize it.  

As modern scholars have shown, Porphyry’s text derives from Plotinus, who used the same comparison to show that the soul remains unaffected by the sense perception that it causes in the body it inhabits. Plotinus alludes to the musical phenomenon where the vibrating string of a well-tuned instrument string can remotely cause the other strings to vibrate, a doctrine that had already been appropriated by early medieval philosophy, as Charles Burnett shows in this volume.\textsuperscript{50} Just as the harmony can remotely cause this vibration, so the soul can cause sense perception in the body without being affected by it.\textsuperscript{51} Here, however, the passage not only provides Ficino with an image describing the soul’s powers, but also presents a theological justification for the soul’s capacity to produce harmony on earth. Given the context in which Ficino was reading these Neoplatonic texts, it is safe to assume that the humanist was particularly interested in the description of the living being as a musician, who can harmonize the strings, but is ultimately subordinated to the transcendent harmony. In his eyes, this image could justify the use of music in religious rituals, whilst underlining the superiority and absolute power of the intelligible harmony, sole responsible for authorizing the performance of licit practices. What is also striking here is that Ficino’s interpretation strongly echoes the way in which the 12th century philosopher Hermann of Carinthia used Plotinus’ doctrine of sympathetic vibration to describe the workings of the Universe and justify the use of magical practices.

\textsuperscript{50} See Burnett, p. 0.

\textsuperscript{51} See Porphyre, Sentences, vol. 2, pp. 485–497. The text is in Plotinus, Enneads 3.6.4.41–52. Ficino comments on this passage in his commentary on Plotinus, underlining the affinities between Plotinus and Porphyry (Op., p. 1717–1718), but does not dwell on the musical comparison.
Conclusion

Ficino’s revival of Neoplatonic texts on demons and theurgy considerably modified the medieval conception of cosmic harmony and its cultural reception. As his exegesis of *Republic*, *Timaeus* and *Phaedrus* demonstrates, Ficino was more interested in justifying the use of some delicate religious practices than to engage with the Aristotelian tradition, which rejected the very existence of the music of the spheres. As we have seen, he refuted some important points made by Aristotle, such as the notions that the intelligible world might only be composed of ether, and that there might not be ideal numbers within the soul. However, in the texts analysed above, he never fully engaged with the question as to why the music of the spheres might be inaudible to human ears. Neither did he try, like some of his Neoplatonic and medieval predecessors, to find metaphysical solutions to reconcile the Platonic notion of cosmic harmony and Aristotle’s soundless universe. As his selection of Neoplatonic passages on theurgy indicates, the Florentine humanist was above all preoccupied with how earthly religious rituals, including prayer, song, and music, could be efficient in a world where gods were necessarily omnipotent. Plotinus’ belief in universal sympathy, often described in musical terms, partly explained how a magus on earth could exploit the motions of the planets without being accused of practicing illicit magic. However, the post-Plotinian tradition—from Iamblichus to Proclus—provided Ficino with further theological arguments. By adopting Iamblichus’ conflation of the doctrines of cosmic harmony and recollection Ficino could describe music as a trigger for the soul to remember the cosmic harmony it heard before entering the material world. In this context, the notion of the world as a musical scale is more than an image: it functions as a powerful tool to describe
instrumental music as a gift from the gods that can be used to ascend the ladder of beings. Similarly, the existence of a cosmic harmony that pervades the whole universe means that the philosopher’s prayers and songs are a genuine echo of the divine music of God’s Creation.

Going back to Walker’s assessment of Ficino’s demonology, we can safely conclude that Ficino did adopt—albeit with some caution—the basic tenets of Neoplatonic demonology. Thus his magic, including the one described in Book III of his treatise *On Life*, was addressed to planetary demons, even if God remained the ultimate cause of earthly harmony. In this context, audible music and invocations are used to purify the soul from the influence of malevolent demons and to help the soul ascent to a supra-rational state where it can ‘hear the marvelous harmonies of the universe’ and communicate with the good demons.

Ficino’s revival of Neoplatonic demonology represents one of the last attempts to explore and put into practice some of the most delicate doctrines inherited from ancient paganism, before the Church started to narrow down the limits of religious orthodoxy. However, even before Francesco Patrizi presented a radically anti-Aristotelian account of cosmic harmony, another, unjustly neglected figure—Francesco Cattani da Diacceto—initiated the introduction of Platonic ideas on cosmic harmony in the University, explicitly refuting Aristotle’s contention that planets did not produce any sound, and defending the use of music in religious rituals to help the soul recall divine concepts.52

52 On Diacceto’s teaching at the Studio, see Armando F. *Lo studio fiorentino, 1473–1503. Ricerche e documenti*, vol. 2 (Florence: Istituto nazionale di studi sul Rinascimento, 1973), pp. 218–222, where it is indicated that Diacceto was to teach Aristotle’s *On the Heavens* and *Ethics*. On his refutation of Aristotle, see Diacceto, *Paraphrase of Book II of Aristotle’s On the Heavens*, in *Opera omnia Francisci Catanei Diacetii* (Basileae: per Henricum Petri et Petrum Pernam, 1563), pp. 226–227. On Diacceto’s defence of the use of music in religious practices, see *On the Beautiful* 2.2, in his *Opera*